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several formerly independent trends including the in creasing rate of technological change the
demand for greater efficiency and productivity in r d and innovation and the need for applying
technology to the solution of pressing social and economic problems have recently begun to
reinforce each other resulting in renewed interest in technology trans fer activities and
research the proliferation of research efforts in the u s and western europe increased corporate
and governmental efforts to develop mechanisms and incentives for transfer and the growing
closeness between transfer and innovation studies led to the decision to convene a meeting
with representatives from both research and practice in trans fer and innovation in order to
establish a state of the art baseline and to promote discussion between the researchers and
practioners from all sectors in the hope that new research will better reflect the realities of
current practice and new mechanisms created by practioners might be improved through the
use of knowledge generated from research how close we came to the second goal is a question
which must be left to the fut re the proceedings which follow re flect the first goal if the papers
and conclusions occasional ly appear to be contradictory or repetitive or naive or over ly
pessimistic or simply based upon too narrow a base or re search or experience they are an
accurate reflection of both the state of the art and the lack of communications among in
dividuals and organizations involved in similar activities this multidisciplinary book presents a
critical assessment of our knowledge of chemical threats to environmental security with special
reference to prevention of chemical releases rapid detection risk assessment and effective
management of emergency situations and long term consequences of chemical releases the
technologies evaluated concern mainly prevention and management of both intentional and
accident releases of chemicals into the environment the book features contributors from a
range of relevant scientific fields this work is intended to jointly address the development
realization and applications of emitters and detectors of terahertz thz 0 3 thz up to 10 thz and
their application to diagnostics of cbrn effects and detection of explosives and cbrn hazardous
substances typically exhibit rotational and vibrational transitions in this region hence giving
access to spectroscopic analysis of a large variety of molecules which play a key role in security
as well as various other areas e g air pollution climate research industrial process control
agriculture food industry workplace safety and medical diagnostics can be monitored by
sensing and identifying them via thz 0 3 to 10 thz and mid infrared mir 10 thz to 100 thz
absorption finger prints most plastics textiles and paper are nearly transparent for thz
radiation they are qualified experienced motivated academically accomplished they work
tirelessly collecting invaluable data in the field under conditions that are always challenging
and at times dangerous and yet their voices are unheard and their names go unacknowledged
in published research such is the lot of far too many research assistants from the global south
people upon whose work an entire industry of knowledge production has been built they are
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shut out of discussions on project design and left in the dark about the modalities of research
funding later the results of their research are published in journals to which they often have no
access much of this is due to a certain omertà surrounding power imbalances as well as
research assistants working conditions financial difficulties psychological traumas and
vulnerabilities it also stems from the persistence of colonial mentalities in the research world
within universities governments foundations aid institutions and ngo s the bukavu series is a
vibrant blog series about the experiences of research assistants in the global south driven
primarily by these silent voices the series yields a mosaic depiction of fieldwork that mixes
humor realism and incisive critique this book offers a unique entry point into a critical debate
leading us toward concrete reforms and setting us on the course toward a decolonisation of
research a union list of serials commencing publication after dec 31 1949 provides image and
full text online access to back issues consult the online table of contents for specific holdings
ladies and gentlemen dear colleagues welcome to kemer to the nato advanced study institute
structure and dynamics of elementary matter we have chosen kemer as the place of our nasi
because it is located in a be tiful and hospitable surrounding this part of the mediterranean at
the turkish riviera is a historic region where many cultures meet e g the oriental and the greek
and roman european cultures and where you nd numerous places which played a role in
ancient science and in early christianity moreover with the hotel ceylan inter continental we
have found a most excellent me ing place directly located at the beach equipped with
wonderful swimming pools and restaurants an absolutely rst class location our nasiwill deal
withthemost recent developmentsin high energyheavy
ionphysicsandinthesearchforsuperheavynuclei tworatherdistinctareasof research indeed we
want to bring two very active communities of nuclear and high energy physics into close
contact the meeting is both a school and has also the character of a conference a school
because there are many advanced students many of which are themselves already top
researchers and who are contributing with their own research in seminars and posters it is also
a c ference because new results in the exciting and wonderful elds of low and high energy
heavy ion physics will be presented we are mainly focussing on the topics of superheavy
elements and of hot and dense nuclear matter a comprehensive collection of papers on
theoretical aspects of electronic processes in simple and synthetic metals superconductors bulk
and low dimensional semiconductors under extreme conditions such as high magnetic and
electric fields low and ultra low temperatures the main emphasis is on low dimensional
conductors and superconductors where correlated electrons interacting with magnetic or
nonmagnetic impurities phonons photons or nuclear spins result in a variety of new physical
phenomena such as quantum oscillations in the superconducting state condon instability
skyrmions and composite fermions in quantum hall effect systems and hyperfine field induced
mesoscopic and nanoscopic phenomena several new experimental achievements are reported
that promise to delineate future trends in low temperature and high magnetic field physics
including the experimental observation of the interplay between superconductivity and nuclear
spin ordering at ultra low temperatures new observations of condon domains in normal metals
and an experimental proposal for the realisation of isotopically engineered semiconductor
based spin qubit elements for future quantum computation and communication technology
consists chiefly of reprints from various medical journals consists chiefly of reprints from
various medical journals this book offers the first comprehensive and authoritative text on the
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history of physics in italy s industrial and financial capital from the foundation of the university
of milan s institute of physics in 1924 up to the early 1960s when it moved to its current
location it includes biographies and a historical scientific analysis of the main research topics
investigated by world renowned physicists such as aldo pontremoli giovanni polvani giovanni
gentile jr beppo occhialini and piero caldirola highlighting their contributions to the
development of italian physics in a national and international context further the book provides
a historical perspective on the interplay of physics and politics in italy during both the fascist
regime and the postwar reconstruction period which led to the creation of the cise centro
informazioni studi esperienze a research center for applied nuclear physics funded by private
industries in 1946 and of the milan division of the national institute of nuclear physics infn in
1951
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several formerly independent trends including the in creasing rate of technological change the
demand for greater efficiency and productivity in r d and innovation and the need for applying
technology to the solution of pressing social and economic problems have recently begun to
reinforce each other resulting in renewed interest in technology trans fer activities and
research the proliferation of research efforts in the u s and western europe increased corporate
and governmental efforts to develop mechanisms and incentives for transfer and the growing
closeness between transfer and innovation studies led to the decision to convene a meeting
with representatives from both research and practice in trans fer and innovation in order to
establish a state of the art baseline and to promote discussion between the researchers and
practioners from all sectors in the hope that new research will better reflect the realities of
current practice and new mechanisms created by practioners might be improved through the
use of knowledge generated from research how close we came to the second goal is a question
which must be left to the fut re the proceedings which follow re flect the first goal if the papers
and conclusions occasional ly appear to be contradictory or repetitive or naive or over ly
pessimistic or simply based upon too narrow a base or re search or experience they are an
accurate reflection of both the state of the art and the lack of communications among in
dividuals and organizations involved in similar activities
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this multidisciplinary book presents a critical assessment of our knowledge of chemical threats
to environmental security with special reference to prevention of chemical releases rapid
detection risk assessment and effective management of emergency situations and long term
consequences of chemical releases the technologies evaluated concern mainly prevention and
management of both intentional and accident releases of chemicals into the environment the
book features contributors from a range of relevant scientific fields
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this work is intended to jointly address the development realization and applications of
emitters and detectors of terahertz thz 0 3 thz up to 10 thz and their application to diagnostics
of cbrn effects and detection of explosives and cbrn hazardous substances typically exhibit
rotational and vibrational transitions in this region hence giving access to spectroscopic
analysis of a large variety of molecules which play a key role in security as well as various
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other areas e g air pollution climate research industrial process control agriculture food
industry workplace safety and medical diagnostics can be monitored by sensing and identifying
them via thz 0 3 to 10 thz and mid infrared mir 10 thz to 100 thz absorption finger prints most
plastics textiles and paper are nearly transparent for thz radiation

List of U.S. Army Research Institute Research and
Technical Publications
1990

they are qualified experienced motivated academically accomplished they work tirelessly
collecting invaluable data in the field under conditions that are always challenging and at times
dangerous and yet their voices are unheard and their names go unacknowledged in published
research such is the lot of far too many research assistants from the global south people upon
whose work an entire industry of knowledge production has been built they are shut out of
discussions on project design and left in the dark about the modalities of research funding later
the results of their research are published in journals to which they often have no access much
of this is due to a certain omertà surrounding power imbalances as well as research assistants
working conditions financial difficulties psychological traumas and vulnerabilities it also stems
from the persistence of colonial mentalities in the research world within universities
governments foundations aid institutions and ngo s the bukavu series is a vibrant blog series
about the experiences of research assistants in the global south driven primarily by these silent
voices the series yields a mosaic depiction of fieldwork that mixes humor realism and incisive
critique this book offers a unique entry point into a critical debate leading us toward concrete
reforms and setting us on the course toward a decolonisation of research

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents
1992-10

a union list of serials commencing publication after dec 31 1949

Research Product - U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences
1989

provides image and full text online access to back issues consult the online table of contents for
specific holdings
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ladies and gentlemen dear colleagues welcome to kemer to the nato advanced study institute
structure and dynamics of elementary matter we have chosen kemer as the place of our nasi
because it is located in a be tiful and hospitable surrounding this part of the mediterranean at
the turkish riviera is a historic region where many cultures meet e g the oriental and the greek
and roman european cultures and where you nd numerous places which played a role in
ancient science and in early christianity moreover with the hotel ceylan inter continental we
have found a most excellent me ing place directly located at the beach equipped with
wonderful swimming pools and restaurants an absolutely rst class location our nasiwill deal
withthemost recent developmentsin high energyheavy
ionphysicsandinthesearchforsuperheavynuclei tworatherdistinctareasof research indeed we
want to bring two very active communities of nuclear and high energy physics into close
contact the meeting is both a school and has also the character of a conference a school
because there are many advanced students many of which are themselves already top
researchers and who are contributing with their own research in seminars and posters it is also
a c ference because new results in the exciting and wonderful elds of low and high energy
heavy ion physics will be presented we are mainly focussing on the topics of superheavy
elements and of hot and dense nuclear matter
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a comprehensive collection of papers on theoretical aspects of electronic processes in simple
and synthetic metals superconductors bulk and low dimensional semiconductors under extreme
conditions such as high magnetic and electric fields low and ultra low temperatures the main
emphasis is on low dimensional conductors and superconductors where correlated electrons
interacting with magnetic or nonmagnetic impurities phonons photons or nuclear spins result
in a variety of new physical phenomena such as quantum oscillations in the superconducting
state condon instability skyrmions and composite fermions in quantum hall effect systems and
hyperfine field induced mesoscopic and nanoscopic phenomena several new experimental
achievements are reported that promise to delineate future trends in low temperature and high
magnetic field physics including the experimental observation of the interplay between
superconductivity and nuclear spin ordering at ultra low temperatures new observations of
condon domains in normal metals and an experimental proposal for the realisation of
isotopically engineered semiconductor based spin qubit elements for future quantum
computation and communication technology
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Monthly Catalog of United States Government
Publications
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consists chiefly of reprints from various medical journals

Soviet Research Institutes Project
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consists chiefly of reprints from various medical journals

Nuclear Fusion Programme: Annual Report of the
Association Karlsruhe Institute of Technology/EURATOM
; January 2013 - December 2013
1968

this book offers the first comprehensive and authoritative text on the history of physics in italy
s industrial and financial capital from the foundation of the university of milan s institute of
physics in 1924 up to the early 1960s when it moved to its current location it includes
biographies and a historical scientific analysis of the main research topics investigated by
world renowned physicists such as aldo pontremoli giovanni polvani giovanni gentile jr beppo
occhialini and piero caldirola highlighting their contributions to the development of italian
physics in a national and international context further the book provides a historical
perspective on the interplay of physics and politics in italy during both the fascist regime and
the postwar reconstruction period which led to the creation of the cise centro informazioni
studi esperienze a research center for applied nuclear physics funded by private industries in
1946 and of the milan division of the national institute of nuclear physics infn in 1951
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Research
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Dictionary
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Studies from the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research
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